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When they chose the Titan War God as their commander in chief, he was powerless.

He can only focus on the main divine division.

The message came again…

This is the spy he arranged in the army of the Kingdom of God.

I found out their decision with the chief priest.

“It turns out that the main priest is still afraid of the war eagle country? If the war eagle country attacks
from the rear, they will come out?”

“The Lord God Division seems to be afraid of the Summoners, the Heavenly Master’s Mansion, and the
War Eagle Nation in the Daxia legend? If so, then persecute them in two ways! No! Persecute them in
three ways!”

…

Levi Garrison looked at the messages that came, and immediately formulated a plan.
When he saw Levilia appearing on the battlefield, he was stunned.

This was completely beyond his expectation!

Moreover, Levilia was so strong that it was beyond his expectation.

This huge battlefield is actually supported by Levilia alone? ? ?

no!

Levilia!

Dad is here!

“Huh? Another message came? Mr. X and the main gods suspect that Levilia belongs to the Suppression
Demon Division. The strategy given is to capture Levilia, not kill him!”

Levi Garrison received the message again.

But these messages are in his favor!

They are all developed in his direction!

This also means that Levilia is temporarily in danger!

“Send my order…”

Levi Garrison immediately conveyed his order.

Now Atlantis plans the sea area above.

In fact, there are many from the Kingdom of God.

Here is always their hidden danger.

They are frantically looking for the entrance, looking for the place where Leviathan, the Devourer of
Darkness, disappeared.

Under their frenzied searching, there is a real tendency to find them gradually.

And this time there are tens of thousands of teams looking for.

This is where the kingdom of God is powerful.

Obviously the world coalition forces have built a line of defense, blocking the army of the Kingdom of
God on the other side.

However, there are still tens of thousands of powerful people from the ten thousand gods who came
here quietly, carrying many equipment.

A series of explorations quietly…

And it won’t take long to find it.

After all, this is one of their most feared places…

The order received must detect everything here!

This is a dead order!

